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Chapter 1

Setting Up Environment
1.1

Background

The implementation approach used for the proposed framework is shown in
Figure 1.1. The system modeling can be done in any uml tool but we suggest
to use Eclipse-based tools (such as Papyrus uml) as it well incorporates our
model transformation plugin. Modeling patterns using state machine diagrams
requires Observation profile.

Figure 1.1: Framework Work-flow and Model transformation
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We have developed a model transformation plugin named temlopac (Temporal
and Logical Pattern Analyzer and Code Generator). It is implemented in Java
based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (emf) [1, 2]. The model transformation plugin is available online from the project website [3]. The plugin generates
three types of code output files: pattern textual property, its observer as a Verilog code implementation, and the equivalent ccsl constraints (as shown in
Figure 1.1). The graphical pattern textual code is based on the state relation
operators presented in the earlier sections. These operators are the direct textual description of the graphical properties. The generated Verilog code is the
observer for these relational operators derived directly from the state operator
automata described earlier. Lastly, the transformation plugin also generates the
equivalent code in ccsl in the form of ccsl constraints.
Representation of state-based behavior as ccsl constraints provides numerous
advantages. ccsl is effectively being used in collaborative industrial projects [4,
5, 6] for verification and validation purposes. The generated ccsl constraints
from our temlopac plugin can be used in TimeSquare tool [7] for simulation to
find a possible bug in the specification. As the ccsl constraints are available in
the design long before the actual implementation, they provide an insight for the
key performance metrics. Hence TimeSquare provides an opportunity for early
validation of the system behavior and simulation of various possible test cases.
Other than simulation, TimeSquare also provides the facility to generate vhdl
code [8]. This generated code can be used as observers in physical design implementations. Moreover, researchers have also shown that ccsl specifications
can be used to partially generate systemc code [9].
This two-step code generation (from uml to ccsl to vhdl) is equivalent to our
emf-based code generation directly from the model.

1.2

Setting the UML Environment

To create the temporal properties uml with desired extensions is required. Here
are the instructions to setup the computer for the temlopac plugin.
(A) Papyrus UML
Papyrus is a popular freeware software to model in uml. It can be down2

loaded from the official website. Install the latest version from the link:

https://eclipse.org/papyrus/download.html

(B) MARTE Profile

Once the Papyrus uml is installed, open the software environment and
click on Help ´ ą Install Papyrus Additional Components, as shown in
the Figure next.

Next, from the list of Papyrus Additional Components Discovery, select
marte (Incubation) and click finish to install the marte profile.
3

(C) Observation Profile

This framework supports to model properties in uml with the help of
MARTE and Observation profiles. The Observation profile can be downloaded from the MODEVES project website:

http://modeves.com/temlopac/Observation.profile.uml

To install the profile, create a standard Papyrus project from the menu
File ´ ą New. In the Project Explorer, right-click on the create project
and select import, as shown in the figure.
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For the option select an import source, choose the ‘File System’ from the
General folder. Navigate and select the file ‘Observation.profile.uml’ from
the system and click finish. Now the profile is part of the project. Apply
it to the model by selecting the RootElement from the ‘Model Explorer’.
Then select Profile in the properties window and click on Add Profile (plus
sign) on the right. Then select the desired profile and click add. All these
steps are shown in the figure with the numbers 1, 2 and 3.
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Next use these profiles to create temporal properties as discussed in the
text. Some sample temporal properties are given on the site:

http://modeves.com/temlopac/SampleProperties.zip

1.3

TemLoPAC Plugin Installation

The temlopac plugin is created in Java emf and hence is well-integrated in
the Eclipse environment. It will work well with any Eclipse-based uml editor.
There are two way to install the plugin: using update site and through direct
download.

The easiest way to install is through the update site. Run the Papyrus software
and click the option “Install New Software” from the Help menu, as shown in
the Figure next.
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On the dialog box next, click on the Add option. The Add Repository dialog
window will open. Enter any suitable name for the site (like temlopac Update
Site) and in the location field enter the update site address, also shown in the
Figure.
http://www.modeves.com/temlopac/update
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The plugin can also be downloaded as a compressed .zip file from the project
website directly and installed manually.

http://modeves.com/temlopac/temlopac.zip

Once the plugin is downloaded, save it at some common place on the computer
(like desktop). Back on the ‘Add Repository’ window, click on the Archive button and select the TemLoPAC zip file downloaded from the project site earlier.
Click OK. Afterwards, in the available software window select the TemLoPAC
plugin and click next.

On the next screen Papyrus will inform about the installation details as shown
in the figure. Again just click next. Lastly, the license agreement is shown, just
click agree and OK to install the plugin in the Papyrus environment. During the
installation, eclipse will warn that the software being installed contains unsigned
content, as shown in the Figure. Just ignore the warning and click OK.
8
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Chapter 2

Modeling Patterns and
Code Generation
2.1

Modeling Graphical Patterns in UML

Before modeling the patterns in uml, make sure marte and Observation profiles
are imported into the Papyrus tool environment as explained in the last chapter.
Once we start modeling patterns, the top level model or the package of the
patterns need to have the profile application of Time and Generic Quantitative
Analysis Modeling (GQAM) sub-profiles installed from the marte. Moreover,
our custom Observation profile should also be installed to the package/model,
as shown in the figure next.
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Modeling system state-state behavior is done using state machine diagrams.
The idea behind these patterns is to have a behavior package in the (structural)
model that has set of state machine diagrams. Each state machine represents
one such pattern which is easy to implement and verifies one system constraint.
Each state machine consists of a simple structure of two states and a transition
between them. State names need to be meaningful (but not required) such as
ns light=red etc. This simple modeling will give us a basic structure shown
next. Here as an example, we model the exclusion constraint:

ns light=green excludes ew light=green

Next step is to apply the Observation profile to use. The ActivationState stereotype is used on the first state of the state machine (ns light=green in this case).
In many state patterns (like in the given example of exclusion pattern) the ordering of the states doesn’t matter at all. State transition is applied with the
appropriate stereotype TimedStatePattern or UntimedStatePattern. In case of
untimed state patterns, user specifies the kind of the pattern selecting from the
list. In case of timed state patterns, user also needs to specify the duration limits minimum (min) and maximum (max). Moreover using the on tagged value
of TimedStatePattern, the user also needs to specify the base event (clock) on
which these intervals are counted. A ChangeEvent element can be created in
the parent package of the state machine to represent as a clock signal, as shown
in the figure next.
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Note that this is the only major effort required by the design/verification engineer to model one single graphical pattern. Rest of the things are mostly done
automatically. After the application of Observation profile, the pattern is shown
in the figure next.

Modeling system state-event behavior is done using sequence diagrams. Two
classes are defined at the root/package level to represent the System and Observer, later used as lifelines in the sequence diagram. Moreover, a signal is also
defined to represent the asynchronous message passing. In this type of patterns,
the event is always displayed as an asynchronous message call between the lifelines and the state is shown as uml artifact Behavior Execution Specification.
Unlike the state machines, the duration in the timed patterns is not specified in
the stereotypes but is shown graphically using DurationConstraint formalism.
Note that the two ends of the duration constraint must be connected properly to
the message occurrence specification and behavior’s execution occurrence specification. The model for the property “emgcy sensor” is shown in the figure
next.
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To model untimed patterns, we don’t use the duration constraint and the asynchronous message directly connects the behavior execution specification representing the state. This connection must be done between the start and the end
execution occurrence specification, as shown in the figure next.

Here one important thing to mention is a bug in Papyrus uml. The Observer
lifeline contains the track of sequence of occurrences using the property Covered
By. When the model is initially created, this property contains all the names in
proper ordering like e1, AStart, AFinish etc. But due to some bug in Papyrus,
once the software is restarted, this information is partially deleted or messed-up.
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So while creating models, this thing has to be considered carefully especially for
untimed models as our temlopac software will generate error if this ordering is
not correct. Once the modeling is complete, the Observation profile is applied.
The TimedEventPattern is applied to the asynchronous message call. The kind
of the message and the base clock event are also required. This is the amount
of effort required by the user, as shown in the figure next.

2.2

Transforming into MARTE Models

Once graphically modeling the property is done, open the uml model from the
Project Explorer using the UML Model Editor. This will give us the pure uml
model in the tree structure. From the tree structure, we have to right-click the
<State Machine> or the <Interaction> element. As shown in the figure next,
from the right-click menu select,

TemLoPAC ´ ą Transform to Semantic MARTE Model,
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This will add all the required features of marte into the uml model including stereotypes like AnalysisContext, TimedProcessing, TimedConstraint, Clock
and so on. One beautiful thing about the temlopac software is that it tries only
to fill the missing information and if some stereotype or information is already
present, it will just skip it. The semantic marte model of a pattern will look
something like in the figure next.
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2.3

Generating Observer Code

Once properties are rightly transformed to semantic marte models or directly
created correctly, they can be use to generate ccsl and SystemVerilog code.
temlopac plugin only works on the State machines and Interaction diagrams.
From the right-click menu in the Eclipse environment select,
TemLoPAC ´ ą Generate CCSL/Verilog Observer Code.
If there is any error in property, there will be some hint given in the message
16

regarding the type of the error. Else if the property is valid, the message “CCSL/Verilog Observer Code Successfully Generated!” will be displayed. Three
new files are created in the installation directory of the Papyrus: CCSLPlus.txt,
CCSL.txt and SystemVerilog.sv.
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